
Available to BluMine Health employer partners, the following direct-to-employer COVID-19 screening tools are 
convenient and easy to use. And, they can be customized to fit each employers’ specific needs.

• A BAPTIST HEALTH COVID-19 TESTING SOLUTION, both for employees with symptoms and those without
symptoms who may have been in contact with a co-worker who tested positive.  Baptist Health can complete
testing onsite or at Baptist Health Urgent Care locations, found at BaptistHealthClinics.com.

• A BAPTIST HEALTH WEB-BASED SCREENING APPLICATION we are using to protect patients and staff as
employees return to work in our own medical facilities and administrative offices. Employees simply scan a
QR code or visit a website to answer COVID-19 symptom-related health questions. Once
the form is submitted, an employee either gets the green light to enter the building, or is
referred for testing.  Offered by Baptist Health at no charge to our BluMine employer partners.

• BAPTIST HEALTH MYCHART CARE COMPANION, a home monitoring and case
management platform conducted through Baptist Health’s patient electronic health record in
conjunction with Baptist Health Virtual Care providers. Connecting patients with medical
resources ensures they receive timely care and can help patients recover faster. Care
coordination also supports employers by facilitating a medical informed return-to-work process.
Symptomatic patients will receive a pulse oximeter and forehead thermometer for self-
monitoring and reporting through MyChart (while supplies last). Care coordinators are alerted
if a patient’s condition worsens. Offered by Baptist Health at no charge to our BluMine
employer partners.

BRINGING 
EMPLOYEES BACK 
SAFELY FOR BLUMINE 
HEALTH EMPLOYERS
BluMine Health is accessing it’s exclusive 
partnership alliance with Baptist Health and sharing 
Baptist’s own playbook to support a safe return to 
work for it’s exclusive employer members.

For more information about Baptist Health’s COVID-19 workplace reopening service, 
contact: Julie Russell - jnrussell@bluminehealth.com

ABOUT BAPTIST AND  
BLUMINE HEALTH
Blumine Health accesses Baptist Health’s 
hospital markets and 300 points of 
care to drive a white glove continuum 
of concierge medicine for it’s 20,000+ 
exclusive direct primary care patients.




